Introduction
Let X be a smooth projective variety defined over a number field F and let 
is the space of all T ate classes on X.
To each algebraic subvariety Y of X of codimension i defined over a finite extension E of F , one can associate a cohomology class c(Y ) ∈ (H 2i et (X, Q l )(i)) Γ E by Poincaré duality. A cohomology class obtained in this way is called algebraic. The first part of the Tate's conjecture states that every Tate class is algebraic.
The L-function L 2i (s, X /F ) (more exactly the Euler product) attached to the representation ρ 2i,l converges for Re(s) > i + 1. The second part of the Tate conjecture [TA] states that the L-function L 2i (s, X /E ) has a meromorphic continuation to the complex plane and has a pole at s = i + 1 of order equal to dim Q l V i (X, E).
In their work [HLR] , Harder, Langlands and Rapoport had proved the first part of the Tate conjecture for Hilbert modular surfaces for non-CM submotives. In [K] and [MR] it was proved the first part of the Tate conjecture for Hilbert modular surfaces for CM sub-motives and thus using the two results, one gets the full first part of the Tate conjecture asserting the algebraicity of all the Tate classes of Hilbert modular surfaces over an arbitrary number field. The first part of the Tate's conjecture for Picard modular surfaces was proved in [BR] . This problem was studied in [MP] and [K1] where it was computed the space of Tate classes on the product of two Hilbert modular surfaces and on the product of two Picard modular surfaces in terms of automorphic representations including the exact determination of their fields of definition, but it was not proved that all these Tate classes are algebraic.
In this paper we consider a totally real field F and a quaternion algebra D over F which is unramified at exactly 2 infinite places of F . Let G be the algebraic group over F defined by the multiplicative group D × of D and let G = Res F/Q (G) . Let S K := SḠ ,K be the canonical model of the quaternionic Shimura surface associated to an open compact subgroup K ofḠ(A f ), where A f is the finite part of the ring of adeles of Q. Then S K is a quasi-projective surface defined over a totally real finite extension E/Q called the canonical field of definition.
Let L be a quadratic imaginary extension of Q and fix a Hermitian inner product on L 3 of signature (2, 1). Let GU be the associated quasi-split unitary similitude group over Q. For each open compact subgroup of K ⊆ GU(A f ) let S K := S GU,K be the associated compactified Picard modular surface (see §5 for details). Then S K is defined over L.
As we mentioned above the first part of the Tate conjecture is known for Hilbert modular surfaces [HLR] , [K] , [MR] and for Picard modular surfaces [BR] . Also the first part of the Tate conjecture is known in the non-CM case for the quaternionic Shimura surfaces treated in [L] , corresponding to a quadratic real field F and to a quaternion algebra D = B ⊗ Q F , where B is a quaternion algebra over Q, such that D splits at the real places and F splits over the places where B ramifies.
The second part of the Tate conjecture for Hilbert modular surfaces was proved in [HLR] , [K] and [MR] for solvable number fields. This result was generalized in [V1] for Tate classes of quaternionic Shimura surfaces defined over an arbitrary solvable extension of a totally real field that contains the canonical field of definition of that variety. Also the second part of the Tate conjecture for the Picard modular modular surfaces S K was proved in [BR] for solvable extensions of the field L.
In this article we want to compute the space of Tate classes on a product of a quaternionic Shimura surface and a Picard modular surface in terms of automorphic representations (or more exactly in terms of Galois representations associated to automorphic representations) including the determination of their fields of definition (see Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 for details). The algebraicity of some of these Tate classes is obtained from the fact that they are a product of Tate classes of the two factors, which are known to be algebraic in some cases (see above). More precisely, we compute the Tate classes on the product S K /M × S K/M (see above), where M := EL. We also prove in some special cases (see Theorem 7.1 for details), that the function
where k is a finite extension of M (the same result could be obtained for the L i -part of the L-function, where i = 4, but the proof is easier (for details see the beginning of §6)) .
Quaternionic Shimura surfaces
Let F be a totally real field of degree d over Q and O := O F be its the ring of integers. Let A Q = R × A f be the adeles ring of Q and A F the adeles ring of F . We denote by I Q and I F the ideles groups of Q and F , respectively.
We consider a quaternion algebra D over F which is unramified at exactly 2 infinite places of F . We denote by S ∞ the set of infinite places of F and we identify S ∞ as a Γ Q -set with Γ F \ Γ Q . Let S ∞ be the subset of S ∞ at which D is ramified. Thus the cardinal of S ∞ − S ∞ is equal to 2.
Let G be the algebraic group over F defined by the multiplicative group D × . By restricting the scalars, we obtain the algebraic groupḠ = Res F/Q (G) over Q defined by the property:
, where H is the algebra of quaternions over R.
For v ∈ S ∞ − S ∞ , we fix an isomorphism of G(F v ) with GL 2 (R). We havē
, where
It is well known that X is complex analytically isomorphic to (H ± ) 2 where
For K sufficiently small, S K (C) is a complex manifold which is the set of complex points of a quasi projective variety. The canonical field of definition of S K is by definition the subfield E of Q such that Γ E is the stabilizer of
It is known (see [D] ) that S K has a canonical model over E which is denoted by S K . The dimension of S K is equal to 2.
Cohomology for quaternionic Shimura surfaces
From now on, if π is an automorphic representation ofḠ(A Q ), we denote the automorphic representation of GL 2 (A F ), obtained from π by Jacquet-Langlands correspondence (usually denoted JL(π)) by the same symbol π.
If l is a prime number, we fix an isomorphism i : Q l → C, and from now on we identify these two fields. If π is an cuspidal automorphic representation of weight 2 of GL(2)/F , then there exists ( [T] ) a λ-adic representation for λ n (n is the level of π)
for almost all finite places v of F and is unramified outside the primes dividing nl. Here λ (with λ|l) is a prime ideal of the ring of coefficients O of π and if ρ π,λ is unramified at v, then
where Frob v is a geometric Frobenius. In order to simplify the notations we denote by ρ π the representation ρ π,λ . We assume that
We have an action of the Hecke algebra H K and an action of the Galois group Γ E on theétale cohomology H 2 et (S K , Q l ) and these two actions commute (we remark that when D = M 2 (F ), the Shimura variety S K is not compact and in this case, one should replace theétale cohomology by the intersection cohomology of the Baily-Borel compactification of S K ). We say that the representation π is cohomological if H 2 (g, K ∞ , π ∞ ) = 0, where g is the Lie algebra of K ∞ (the cohomology is taken with respect to (g, K ∞ )-module associated to π ∞ ). Then we know (see for example [RT] , Proposition 1.8):
where ρ(π f ) is a representation of the Galois group Γ E . The above sum is over cohomological automorphic representations π ofḠ(A Q ) and the H K -representations π K f are irreducible and mutually inequivalent, i.e. the decomposition is isotypic with respect to the action of H K .
The irreducible unitary automorphic representations that appear in Proposition 3.1 are one-dimensional or cuspidal of weight 2 and infinite-dimensional. If π is one-dimensional then ρ(π f ) has dimension two and if π is infinitedimensional, then ρ(π f ) has dimension four. Let
We assume for simplicity that S ∞ − S ∞ = {1, τ }, where 1 is the trivial embedding of F in Q. We denote by the same symbol τ an extension of τ to Q.
The stabilizer of S is Γ E . It is easy to check that the stabilizer of S is equal to
Now we describe the representation ρ(π f ) which is semisimple (the proof of the semisimplicity of ρ(π f ) is the same as in the case of Hilbert modular surfaces, see [HLR] , §4 or [G] , Corollary 3.8).
We distinguish two cases:
where F gal is the Galois closure of F . If π is an infinite-dimensional cuspidal automorphic representation, we denote for simplicity ρ π := ρ π,λ . Then we have (see for example [V] 4.3):
where
where N is the reduced norm map and ρ π is a Hecke character. We denote also by ρ π the λ-adic representation associated to ρ π . Then
Since it is obvious now that
F 1 ] = 2 and we can easily see that τ when restricted to F 1 is the trivial embedding. Hence τ is the nontrivial automorphism of F over F 1 and we get that Γ E1 = Γ F ∩ τ −1 Γ F τ = Γ F , which means that E 1 = F and E = F 1 and therefore we have [F : E] = 2 and τ is the nontrivial automorphism of F over E.
If π is infinite-dimensional cuspidal automorphic, then we know that (see for example [V] 
If π is one-dimensional, then π(g) = ρ π (N (g)) and we have (see for example [G] , Proposition 2.7)
where ω F/E is the quadratic character corresponding to F/E.
Known results
It is known that (see for example [HLR] Proposition 4.5.4):
Proposition 4.1. If π is a cuspidal automorphic representation of weight 2 of GL(2)/F , where F is a totally real field, then one of the following two statements holds:
(ii) There exists a quadratic extension L/F and an algebraic Hecke character
We say that a representation ρ of a group G is dihedral if there exists a normal subgroup N of index 2 in G and a character χ :
If π is an automorphic representation of weight 2 of GL(2)/L, then π is of CM type if and only if ρ π is a dihedral representation.
We know the following result (Theorem 2.1 of [MP] ):
Proposition 4.2. The tensor product of two 2 dimensional irreducible complex representations of a group is reducible only if either both representations are dihedral or they are the twist of each other by a character.
We know (Proposition 4.1 of [MP] ):
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that π is a cuspidal, non-CM automorphic representation of GL(2)/K for some finite extension K/Q. Suppose that K is a quadratic extension of k and τ is the automorphism of K over k. If π τ ∼ = π ⊗ χ for a Hecke character χ of K, then χ is trivial when restricted to the ideles of k.
We know (Corollary 2.6 of [MP] ):
It is known ( [RA] , Theorem M) that:
Proposition 4.5. If π 1 and π 2 are two cuspidal unitary automorphic representations of GL(2)/L, where L is a number field, then π 1 × π 2 is an automorphic (isobaric) representation of GL (4) and if π 1 ∼ = π * 2 , then it has a pole of order 1 at s = 1. We know (Theorem 1.1 of [V] ):
Proposition 4.7. If F is a totally real field, π is a cuspidal automorphic representation of weight 2 of GL(2)/F and F 1 is a solvable extension of a totally real field containing F , then there exists a Galois extension F 2 of Q containing F 1 , such that ρ π,λ | Γ F 2 is modular i.e. there exists a cuspidal automorphic representation π 1 of GL(2)/F 2 and a prime β of the field of coefficients of π 1 such that ρ π,λ | Γ F 2 ∼ = ρ π1,β .
Picard modular surfaces
Consider a quadratic imaginary extension L of Q and a Hermitian inner product on L 3 of signature (2, 1). Let GU be the associated quasi-split unitary similitude group over Q. Then GU ∞ = GU(R) is isomorphic to the real Lie group GU(2, 1).
where K ∞ is the maximal compact subgroup of GU(R) and Z is the center of GU. Then B is complex analytically isomorphic to the unit ball in C 2 . For sufficiently small open compact subgroup of K ⊆ GU(A f ) let S K := S GU,K be the associated compactified Shimura variety. Then S K is defined over L, has dimension 2 and S K (C) is the compactification of
which is a disjoint union of arithmetic quotients of B.
We have an action of the Hecke algebra H K and an action of the Galois group Γ L on theétale cohomology H 2 et (S K , Q l ) and these two actions commute. We say that the representation Π of
where φ(Π f ) is a representation of the Galois group Γ L . The above sum is over Π f such that Π is a cohomological automorphic representation of GU(A Q ) that occur in the discrete spectrum of GU(A Q ) and the H K -representations Π K f are irreducible and mutually inequivalent, i.e. the decomposition is isotypic with respect to the action of H K .
The irreducible automorphic representations Π that appear in Proposition 4.1 are one-dimensional or cuspidal and infinite-dimensional and
3. The representation Π is cohomological if and only if 
is unramified at almost all places v of L and the local L-factor at at such unramified place v is defined by
where Frob v is a geometric Frobenius.
There exists an automorphic representation
We say that Π is AI if σ Π is automorphically induced from a Hecke character of some field
We know (see [BR] , Theorem 2.2.1):
Proposition 5.2. If Π and φ(Π f ) are as above, then one of the following two statements holds:
in the decomposition of Proposition 5.1. We know (see [BR] , Proposition 3.2.1):
All these Tate classes are defined over abelian extensions of L.
We remark that in the case of quaternionic Shimura surfaces the space of Tate classes H T (π f ) is defined over abelian extensions of E if π is cuspidal non-CM or one-dimensional and not necessarily over abelian extensions of E if π is cuspidal CM. This could be seen easily from §6 below.
Tate classes
Let M := EL and S 1 := S K /M be a quaternionic Shimura surface over M associated to some sufficiently small open compact subgroup K ofḠ(A f ) and S 2 := S K/M be a Picard modular surface over M associated to some sufficiently small open compact subgroup K of GU(A f ). By the Künneth formula we have
The essential part of this decomposition is 
, where π and Π run over a finite set of automorphic representations ofḠ(A Q ) and GU(A Q ) respectively. The group Γ M acts on each summand above by
For an extension k of M we must compute the Γ k -invariant subspace of
which is isomorphic (see the computation of ρ(π f ) from §3) to
). For notational convenience we replace Π * by Π and thus we have to determine
We know (see [K1] , Lemma 2):
Proposition 6.1. Let σ and τ two n-dimensional representations of a group G over Q l and assume that H is an open normal subgroup of G and τ | H is irreducible. Then σ| H ∼ = τ | H iff σ ∼ = τ ⊗ ϕ for some ϕ : G → Q * l , which is trivial on H.
Non-AI case
Let k/M be a finite extension. In this section we assume that the representation Π is non-AI. Then from Proposition 5.2, we know that φ(Π f )| Γ k is irreducible of dimension 2 or 3. By Shur's lemma the dimension of the Q l -space
Thus if π is not onedimensional and the multiplicity is not 0, then we get that ρ(π f )| Γ k is reducible.
We consider three cases:
A) The representation π is cuspidal non-CM. In the case i) of §3, we know that
Since π is non-CM, from Proposition 4.1 we deduce that ρ π | Γ k is irreducible and non-dihedral. Assume that ρ(π f )| Γ k is reducible. Applying Propositions 4.2 and 6.1, we get that ρ τ π | Γ E ∼ = ρ π | Γ E ⊗ χ for some Hecke character χ of E. Therefore:
Since ρ π | Γ k is irreducible and non-dihedral, from Proposition 4.5, we know that Sym 2 (ρ π | Γ k ) is irreducible. We obtain that the dimension of the space
) could be 0 or 1, and it is equal to 1 exactly when
and k is a Galois over M (or one can replace k byk, the Galois closure of k over M in this argument), then from Proposition 6.1, we deduce that d(Π f ) = 3 and
· ϕ for some finite order character ϕ of Γ M which satisfies ϕ| Γ k = χ| Γ k . In this case the Tate classes obtained are defined, by class field theory, over the finite abelian extension of M defined by ϕχ −1 (i.e over Q ker(ϕχ −1 ) ).
In the case ii) of §3, we know that [F : E] = 2, τ is the nontrivial automorphism of F over E and ρ(π f ) is a subrepresentation of
Since π is non-CM, from Proposition 4.1, we deduce that ρ π | Γ F k is irreducible and non-dihedral. Assume that ρ(π f )| Γ k is reducible. Thus, in partic-
is reducible. Applying Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we get that ρ τ π ∼ = ρ π ⊗ α for some Hecke character α of F . Hence, from Proposition 4.3, we know that α is a Hecke character of I F which is trivial on I E . Therefore α can be written as α = χ τ /χ for some Hecke character χ of I F .
So π ∼ = π 0/F ⊗ χ, where π 0/F is the base change to F of some automorphic representation π 0 of GL(2)/E. Then from the properties of ρ(π f ) (see for example [MP] ), we have:
where ω π0 is the central character of π 0 and ω F/E is the quadratic character that corresponds to F/E. Thus we get
Since π is non-CM, the representation π 0 is non-CM, from Proposition 4.1, we know that the representation ρ π0 | Γ k is irreducible and non-dihedral and from Proposition 4.4, we deduce that Sym
) could be 0 or 1, and it is equal to 1 precisely when
In this case the Tate classes obtained are defined, by class field theory, over the finite abelian extension of M defined by ϕ · χ|
B) The representation π is cuspidal CM. Thus there exists a Hecke character χ of some quadratic CM-extension N of F such that ρ π = Ind ΓF ΓN χ. Then from the proprieties of ρ(π f ) described in §3, we deduce that
whereχ is the complex conjugate of χ. But Π is non-AI, and from Proposition 5.2, we know that φ(Π f )| Γ kN N τ is irreducible of dimension 2 or 3. By Shur's lemma we obtain that Hom
) has dimension 0 and thus in particular our space Hom
C) The representation π is one-dimensional. Then from §3, we know that ρ(π f ) is a direct sum of one-dimensional representations and as in case B), we obtain that our space Hom
From A), B) and C) we get the following result:
Theorem 6.2. Assume that Π is cuspidal non-AI. Then: 1) If π is one-dimensional or cuspidal CM, then H(π f )(1) ⊗ H(Π f )(1) contains no Tate classes.
2) Assume that π is cuspidal non-CM and that we are in the case i) of §3, then the space H(π f )(1) ⊗ H(Π f )(1) contains a Tate class if and only if ρ
for some finite order character ϕ of Γ M . In this case, the subspace of Tate classes has the same dimension as π
, and all such Tate classes are defined over the abelian extension of M defined by ϕ · χ −1 . 3) Assume that π is cuspidal non-CM and that we are in the case ii) of §3, then the space H(π f )(1) ⊗ H(Π f )(1) contains a Tate class if and only if π ∼ = π 0/F ⊗χ, where π 0/F is the base change to F of some automorphic representation π 0 of GL(2)/E and χ is a finite order Hecke character of F and φ(Π * 
AI case
In this section we assume that the representation Π is AI. Then L] 3 and some Hecke character η of Γ L1 . As at the beginning of section 6.1, we deduce that if the space
) has dimension bigger than 0, and π is not one dimensional, then ρ(π f )| Γ k is reducible.
Again, we consider three cases:
A) The representation π is cuspidal non-CM.
With the same notations as in section 6.1, in the case i), we get
The representation Sym
2, this is impossible because in this case the infinity type of ∧ 2 (ρ π | Γ kL 1 )·χ is trivial, while from Proposition 5.2, we know that the infinity type of η or η or η 2 is not trivial.
, then η has trivial infinity type and thus η and ∧ 2 (ρ π )·χ become isomorphic, by class field theory, after restriction to the absolute Galois group of the abelian extension of M defined by η −1 · ∧ 2 (ρ π ) · χ, and hence contribute to Tate classes defined over that field.
Keeping the same notations as in the section 6.1, in the case ii), we get
Using the same argument as in case i) above, we deduce that if the space
) has dimension bigger than 0, then we must have
because in this case the infinity type of ω π0 · ω F/E · χ| I E | Γ kL 1 is trivial, while the infinity type of η or η or η 2 is not trivial.
and η have trivial infinity type and thus they become isomorphic, by class field theory, after restriction to the absolute Galois group of the abelian extension of M defined by η −1 · ω π0 · ω F/E · χ| I E , and hence contribute to Tate classes defined over that field.
whereχ is the complex conjugate of χ.
As above, we have
Thus if the dimension of Hom
is bigger than 0, we must have that χχ τ or χχ τ orχχ τ orχχ τ is isomorphic to η or η or η 2 as characters of Γ kN N τL 1 . If two of these characters have infinity types equal, then they become isomorphic, by class field theory, after restriction to the absolute Galois group of some extension of M , and hence contribute to Tate classes defined over that field. This extension of M is not necessarily abelian over M , but is abelian over M N N τL 1 .
C) The representation π is one-dimensional. In case i), from §3, we know that
where ρ π is a Hecke character of F and has dimension 1. The infinity type of
is trivial and as in A) above, we obtain that if
, the infinity type of the characters η and ρ π or ρ τ π is trivial, and thus they become isomorphic after restriction to the absolute Galois group of the abelian extension of M defined by η −1 · ρ π or η −1 · ρ τ π , and hence contribute to Tate classes defined over that fields.
In case ii), from §3, we know that [F : E] = 2 and
where ρ π is a Hecke character of F of dimension 1 and ω F/E is the quadratic character corresponding to F/E. The infinity type of
is trivial and as above, we get that if d(Π f ) 2, then the dimension of the space
become isomorphic after restriction to the absolute Galois group of the abelian extension of M defined by η
, and hence contribute to Tate classes defined over that fields.
From A), B) and C) we get the following result (replacing Π by Π * is equivalent to replacing η by η −1 ):
1) Assume that π is cuspidal non-CM and that we are in the case i) of §3, then the space H(π f )(1) ⊗ H(Π f )(1) contains a Tate class if and only if ρ τ π | Γ E ∼ = ρ π | Γ E ⊗ χ for some finite order character χ of Γ E and d(Π f ) = 1. In this case, the subspace of Tate classes has the same dimension as π
, and all such Tate classes are defined over the abelian extension of M defined by η · ∧ 2 (ρ π ) · χ.
2) Assume that π is cuspidal non-CM and that we are in the case ii) of §3, then the space H(π f )(1) ⊗ H(Π f )(1) contains a Tate class if and only if π ∼ = π 0/F ⊗χ, where π 0/F is the base change to F of some automorphic representation π 0 of GL(2)/E and χ is a finite order Hecke character of F and d(Π f ) = 1. In this case, the subspace of Tate classes has the same dimension as π
, and all such Tate classes are defined over the abelian extension of M defined by
3) Assume that π is cuspidal CM and ρ π = Ind ΓF ΓN χ, where N is some quadratic CM-extension of F and χ is an algebraic Hecke character of N , then the dimension of the subspace of Tate classes is equal to a · dim
where a is equal to the number of pairs between the set {χχ τ , χχ τ ,χχ τ ,χχ τ } and {η, η , η }, where ∈ Γ L − Γ L1 , that have characters whose product has trivial infinity type and all such Tate classes are defined over an extension of M that is abelian over M N N τL 1 , whereL 1 is the Galois closure of L 1 over L. 4) Assume that π is one-dimensional and that we are in the case i) of §3, then the space H(π f )(1)⊗H(Π f )(1) contains a Tate class if and only if d(Π f ) = 1. In this case, the dimension of the subspace of Tate classes is equal to 2·dim
, and all such Tate classes are defined over the abelian extension of M equal to the composition field of the abelian extensions of M defined by η ·ρ π and η ·ρ τ π . 5) Assume that π is one-dimensional and that we are in the case ii) of §3, then the space H(π f )(1) ⊗ H(Π f )(1) contains a Tate class if and only if d(Π f ) = 1. In this case, the dimension of the subspace of Tate classes is equal
, and all such Tate classes are defined over the abelian extension of M defined by η · ρ π | I E .
In 1), 2), 4) and 5) all these Tate classes of H(π f )(1) ⊗ H(Π f )(1) come as a product of Tate classes from individual factors and in 3) this is not necessarily true.
Poles of L-functions
For k a finite extension of M , define:
In this section we prove the following result:
Theorem 7.1. Let k be a finite extension of M . Then: 1) If k is a solvable extension of Q and in the case ii) of §3, k contains the field F , then the order of the pole at
2) If π is cuspidal CM or one-dimensional and Π is AI, then the order of
3) If Π is AI and k is a solvable extension of a totally real field, then the order of the pole at
and k is a solvable extension of a totally real field, then the order of the pole at
Proof: 1) Assume that k is a solvable extension of Q and that k contains F . Then from §3, we obtain
Since k is solvable, from the base change for solvable extensions [L] , [AC] , we get that
and φ(Π f )| Γ k are automorphic. But from Proposition 4.5, we deduce that the Galois representation
is automorphic i.e. corresponds to an automorphic representation of GL(4)/k, and from Proposition 4.6 and the results of §6, one could prove easily the part 1) of Theorem 7.1 (as usually the order of the pole at s = 1 of L(s, (ρ(π f ) ⊗ φ(Π f ))| Γ k ) will be equal to the multiplicity of the trivial representation of Γ k in (ρ(π f ) ⊗ φ(Π f ))| Γ k because one could decompose ρ(π f )| Γ k and φ(Π f )| Γ k as sums of automorphic irreducible representations and from Proposition 4.6, Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 6.3 the result follows).
2) We assume first that π is cuspidal CM and Π is AI. Thus there exists a quadratic extension N/F and an algebraic Hecke character χ of N such that ρ π = Ind
In the case i) of §3 we know that:
In the case ii) of §3, from the proprieties of ρ(π f ), we have that (see for example [MR] 6.3):
where ω π is the central character of π.
From these identities, we get that ρ(π f )| Γ k is a virtual sum of monomial representations of Γ k . Here a monomial representation of Γ k is a representation which is induced from a one-dimensional representation of an open subgroup.
Since ρ(π f )| Γ k and φ(Π f )| Γ k are sums of monomial representations (because Π is AI), we obtain that ρ(π f ) ⊗ φ(Π f )| Γ k is a sum of monomial representations and it is obvious that the order of the pole at s = 1 of
is equal to the dimension of the space of Tate classes
The same argument works when π is one-dimensional and Π is AI, since in this case, we know from §3 that ρ(π f ) is a sum of one-dimensional representations.
3) Assume that Π is AI and k is a solvable extension of a totally real field.
η for some algebraic Hecke character η of the field L 1 of degree d(Π f ) over L. From Proposition 4.7, we deduce that there exists a Galois extension F 2 of Q containing F k and an automorphic representation π 1 of GL(2)/F 2 and a prime β of the field of coefficients of π 1 such that ρ π,λ | Γ F 2 ∼ = ρ π1,β . By Brauer's Theorem (see [SE] , Theorems 16 and 19), we can find some subfields F i ⊂ F 2 such that Gal(F 2 /F i ) are solvable, some characters χ i : Gal(F 2 /F i ) → Q × and some integers m i , such that the trivial representation
Since φ(Π f ) = Ind , where ∈ Γ L − Γ L1 . We get that
Since ρ π,λ | Γ F 2 is automorphic and F 2 is a solvable extension of F i , if F ⊆ F i we obtain that ρ π,λ | Γ F i is automorphic and because [F j i : F i ] 3 and the base change for GL(2) is known for cubic extensions not necessarily normal (see [JPSS1] ), we get that if F ⊆ F i , then ρ π,λ | Γ is automorphic, being the Asai representation associated to an automorphic representation or a tensor product of 2 automorphic representations of dimension 2).
4)
We assume that π is cuspidal CM or one-dimensional, d(Π f ) = 2 and k is a solvable extension of a totally real field.
From [BR] , Lemma 1.12.2, we know that σ Π = σ E ⊗ η, where σ E is a base change to GL(2) /E of some cuspidal representation of GL(2) /Q and η is a Hecke character of E. Thus, from Proposition 4.7, we deduce that there exists a Galois extension F 2 of Q containing F k and a cuspidal automorphic representation π 1 of GL(2)/F 2 and a prime β of the field of coefficients of π 1 such that φ(Π f )| Γ F 2 ∼ = ρ π1,β . From 2), we know that ρ(π f ) is a sum of monomial representations that are induced from representations of Hecke characters of solvable extensions of
χ i for some subfields F i ⊂ F 2 such that Gal(F 2 /F i ) are solvable, some characters χ i : Gal(F 2 /F i ) → Q × and some integers m i . Then
Since φ(Π f )| Γ F 2 is automorphic and F 2 is a solvable extension of F i , we obtain that φ(Π f )| Γ F i is automorphic and hence we deduce the part 4) of Theorem 7.1.
5)
We assume that π is cuspidal CM or one-dimensional and d(Π f ) = 3 and that k is a solvable extension of Q. From 2), we know that ρ(π f ) is a sum of monomial representations that are induced from representations of Hecke characters of solvable extensions of E. Thus there exists a solvable extension F 2 of k, some subfields F i ⊂ F 2 , some characters χ i : Gal(F 2 /F i ) → Q × and some
Since F 2 is a solvable extension of Q, from base change for GL(n) for solvable extensions [AC] , we deduce that φ(Π f )| Γ F 2 is automorphic and thus because F 2 is a solvable extension of F i , we get that φ(Π f )| Γ F i is automorhic and we deduce the part 5) of Theorem 7.1.
